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Abstract
In this project, we use a computer to sense, extract features from the signal,

synthesize and control a graphical ball. Our aim is to control children respiration
by software, displaying a small ball in a screen. When the child breathes on the
microphone, the ball moves in the display so the doctor will have time/possibility
to listen to the lung with a stethoscope.
We used Action Script3.0 to write our project codes. The resulting software is

executed in (Adobe Inc.trademark software environment) Flash.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background
Many people (especially children) have to see doctors because of problems of

coughing. Doctors use the stethoscope to listen to the sounds of the lungs while
children are breathing. Auscultation of lungs helps to determine the airways
and alveolar integrity, ventilation and presence of abnormality. The sound from
the smallest air passages is extremely difficult to perceive if the patient
inhales-exhales normally. Only when the patient inhales-exhales deeply, there is a
chance to hear such sounds which are significant for diagnosis. But many small
children don’t know to breathe deeply. If children don’t breathe deeply, doctors
can’t check lung accurately. The project’s purpose is to help the child to exhalate
after having inhalated air deeply into the lungs. In the age from 1 to 4(5) it
sometimes is impossible to make the child blow as described by asking. To help
solve this problem, we have designed a small game which the child will engage in
it hopefully because it is fun. The game's implicit aim is to instruct young children
on how to breathe deeply.
The doctors need a small handheld device, a candle or something else that

small children can like. With a candle a child can easily see when it goes out. The
harder they blow the more the flame weakens. Thus, the requirements can be
summarized into:
1. The device shall make the child interested in blowing as 'hard' as he or she can.
2. It must be small and handheld.
3. Every doctor that examines children can afford to have it in his examination
room.
Due to these requirements, we have designed a small game. There is a small

basketball on the screen. When the child blows to the microphone, it will produce
a signal that will control the image of the ball. The basketball will jump into
basket. User can adjust the level of sensitivity. It can thereby implicitly control
the degree of breathing. If the level is high, child should breathe stronger and
repeatedly to pull the ball up.

1.2 Related work
Before we carry out the project, we must know some information related to

the state of the art. Therefore we have searched information from internet, such
as Google, Wikipedia, and some professional websites. We studied also some
books on, Java, Matlab, Flash. We also studied breathing which include normal
breathing and abnormal breathing. One picture provided by KentAke Henricson
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illustrates the breathing process when a person inhales and exhales. Kenneth
Nilsson and Josef Bigun helped with information about microphone and
temperature sensor.
Finally, the project makes use of (only) a microphone, a computer with sound

card. We wrote the code in Java to control microphone and computer. We
obtained the microphone device from Halmstad University (Kenneth Nilsson).

1.3 Definitions and Limitations
Some challenges of the proposed solution are:
-To read/obtain the signal from the sensor
-To extract parameters from the signal to control a simulated physical process,
such as the movement of a (graphical) ball or the (graphical) movement and
flickering of a candle flame

Moreover, the project includes some aspects which we have not solved due to
mainly time scope of thesis works.
-One aspect is that patients can only control through the microphone, which
appears to solve the problem, we chose microphone because its signals are
readily available in a computer whereas temperature sensors would demand
additional hardware design and construction work. Maybe the combined use of
a microphone and a temperature sensor would be more accurate to such an
extent that its time savings would even motivate it to use it.
-The second aspect is that our game is a basketball court. Children of age from 1
to 5 are may have difficulties to understand it, etc. Child will ask what it is and
they don’t know how to do it.
-The third aspect is that our project is currently demonstrated by executing a
software in a computer. It is not a small handheld device. However, the ideal
situation is that it can ran in Android mobile phone or another small mobile
device.

The main components of the system are:
1. A microprocessor
2. Keypads
3. A graphical display
4. A handheld device
5. System software

Our system is made with microphone, keyboard (Figure 1.3.2). The patient
should blow to microphone with deep breathing. Doctor can change the level
number through keyboard, and listen to the stethoscope which can help them
judge the condition in the lung (Figure 1.3.1). The screen will show a basketball
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and basketball stands. The level number and volume is on the right side (Figure
1.3.3).

doctor

Adjust sensitivity

Screen/
Computer

child

Breath through
Microphone

Stethoscope
Hear the lung

Figure 1.3.1: The operation scenerio of our project

The Software

Microphone

Stethoscope

Keyboard

Figure 1.3.2: The elements of our project
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Figure 1.3.3: The interface of the screen
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2. Tools and Sensors

2.1 Java

Java is a programming language. Java is currently one of the most popular
programming languages in use, particularly for client-server web applications. [1]
It is versatil, efficient, suitable for portable platforms and secure. It is widely
used in the versatile PC, data center, game control, mobile phone and the
internet.

2.1.1 Main features
-Java is simple
-Java is object-oriented
-Java is distributed
-Java is strong
-Java is safe
-Java is neutral in the system
-Java is transplantable
-Java is interpretation of the scripting language
-Java is high performance
-Java is dynamic

2.1.2 About Java
Java is very similar to C and C++. Java is a pure object-oriented programming

language. It inherits the kernel of the object-oriented technology. It abandons
pointer which will cause mistakes. Operator overloading, multiple inheritance
are also abandoned. Programmer will not worry about memory management
because a garbage collector has been added. Garbage collector is been used to
recovery memory space that is not occupied by quoted object.
Java is different from compile-execute computer languages. First, it compiles

source codes into binary bytes. Then it relies on current platform virtual machine
to interpret and execute the byte code.
In java, the distribution of memory is dynamic. It uses object-oriented

mechanism, use new operator to distribute memory space. When a program runs,
memory will be scanned automatically by java. A never used space as a waste will
be collected. According to this mechanism, programmers need not to worry
about the problem of memory. It is easier to write program, and avoids the
memory management mistake, which can be the source of some system
problems. Class library of Java language can be used into another Java
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applications platform, in contraposition to C++ language that must be relied
recompilation in the host operative system (e.g. Windows).
Java platform is made with Java Virtual Machine and Java Application

programming interface (API). Java Application programming interface provides
Java a standard interface which is independent of the operating system. It can be
divided into basic part and expansions. When installed a Java platform in
hardware or operating system, Java applications can be ran in it. Now Java
platform has been embedded on most of most operative systems. Thus run Java
program can be programmed only once, and it can run in every kinds of system.
Java divides into three systems:
-Java SE (Java platform, Standard Edition)
-Java EE (Java platform, Enterprise Edition)
-Java ME (Java platform, Micro Edition) [2]

2.1.3 Small device application
Android is the first operation system which supports Java. Android application

programs are written in Java language. The level of Java development depends on
the core competence of Java. On the other hand, 3G (mobile phone) applications
will often need advanced competences of enterprise edition of Java, which is
problematic on small devices. [2]
Java attempted to use some new ways to solve the mentioned complexities,

and intense development is still ongoing. However, we think that these issues will
not affect the future execution of our code in small devices.

2.1.4 Complexity problem
Not all engines and environments ask for complexity. For example, a simple

personal website or a small program. Some programmers found the complex
management of Java is too strong. Someone else thought that as object-oriented,
Ruby or Smalltalk is better.

2.1.5 Language problem
Some programmers don’t like separating primitive type and class. Compare

with other code, Java code is long-winded.
-Class libraries problem
-Performance problem [2]

2.2 Android

2.2.1 About Android
Android is an open source operation system which is based on Linux. It is
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mainly used in handheld device. Android operation system is exploited by Andy
Rubin. At the start, it mainly supports mobile phone. Later, Android expanded to
Pad and other fields. [3]
The system architecture of Android is same as other operative systems.

Android system uses a layered architecture. It is divided into 4 layers:
Application layer, Application framework layer, System library layer, Linux kernel
layer.
Android is a mobile phone operation system which core is based on Linux. It is
also an open mode operation system. With the development of Android, now
developers are allowed to develop application by variety programming language
and it no longer only uses Java to develop Android application. Therefore it is
now an open source operation system which is welcome by a big number
developers.
In Android, developers can use Java as a programming language to develop

application. Developers also can use C/C++ as a programming language to
develop application through NDK. Some other programming languages: python,
lua, tcl, php, Qt (qt for Android), Mono (mono for Android). Especially through
Mono Droid can also do it. Developers can use C# to develop application as well.
In Web programming language, JavaScript, Ajax, HTML, jquery, sencha, dojo,
Phone Gap, mobl are also supported by Android. And in the system bottom of
Android, C/C++ used to be a programming language.
In the early days, Android application development, usually used Java under

Android SDK as a programming language.

2.2.2 Java development
Android supports Java as a programming language to develop applications

(Figure 2.2.2). Thinking about the efficiency and resources occupation of Java,
Google designed Java in Android again, so as to improve efficiency and resources
occupation. Thus it is different from J2ME. [3]
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Figure 2.2.2: The illustration of Android structure [9]

2.2.3 C/C++ development
At beginning, Android developments only supported Java as a programming

language. So in this situation, many developers had to give up. In 2010.04, Google
published Android NDK to developer formally. Android NDK allow developers to
use C/C++ to develop applications for Android. [1]&[2]
There are also many limitations in the NDK function presently.
-NDK does not offer the maintenance of application life cycle.
-NDK does not support large number of system event in Android system.
-As interaction interface of application (UI API), NDK also does not support it
right now.

2.3 Microphone
In references like Wikipedia, we can see many varieties of microphones and

some microphone polar patterns. [10]In our project, we need cardioid or
hypercardioid. Because a cardioid microphone is effectively a superposition of an
omnidirectional and a figure-8 microphone; for sound waves coming from the
back, the negative signal from the figure-8 cancels the positive signal from the
omnidirectional element, whereas for sound waves coming from the front, the
two add to each other. And in opinion, in our project, the usual microphone is
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alright.

Figure 2.3.1: The illustration of mobile phone microphone

Figure 2.3.2: The illustration of PC microphone

2.4 Temperature sensor
Temperature sensor is the electronic component which converts the

temperature to electronic data. The advantage is high accuracy, wide
measurement range, simple structure and ease to use. [7] The basic principles of
the temperature sensor is two different conductor or semiconductor materials A
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and B that are welded together to form a closed loop. When the temperature is
different between the conductors A and B, it makes an electromotive force. Thus
it has a current in the loop. The package of the temperature sensor has 7 sizes of
S, B, E, K, R, J, T. [7]. Temperature sensor is more expensive than microphone and
there is less support for it on hardware architectures such as PC, or mobile
phones, to buy the hardware.

2.5 Flash
We use Adobe Flash CS4 Professional. And we use Action Script 3.0 to edit our

project codes.

2.5.1 About flash
Flash is an authoring tool of computer software. Now the latest version is

Adobe Flash CS5.5 Professional (released in 2011). Adobe Flash Professional
CS5.5 provides creating and editing environment to create digital animation and
interactive Web site. Flash is widely used to create attractive application. It
includes videos, pictures, sounds and animation. We can create original content
in Flash or import it from other Adobe application (photo or illustrator).
[5]Developers can use it to create PowerPoint, applications and the content of
user interaction.
But Adobe Flash CS5.5 Professional is only one product of Flash CS5 tools.

Apart from Adobe Flash CS5.5 Professional, Adobe also provides Flash Catalyst
and Flash Builder. Flash Catalyst is a design tool. It can create expressive interface
and interactive content without program code. Flash Builder is suitable for
developers (not animator or stylist) who create interactive content. Although
development platform is different, these three tools will generate same result
finally—Flash content (swf files). Flash swf files are played by flash player which
is in browser. Except for this, it also can be played by AIR or played by mobile
phones.
Flash is suitable to create content through internet, because Flash files are very

small. Flash achieves this through widely using vector graphics. [5] Compared
with bitmap graphics, vector graphics needs fewer memory and storage space,
because they are expressed as mathematical formulas not large databases.
Bitmap graphics is much bigger because every pixel in picture needs a set of data.

2.5.2 Main parts
When we create content in Flash, we need write in Flash documents. Filename

extension is .fla (FLA). The documents are divided into four main parts.
-Stage: Stage is used to show graphics, videos and bottoms.
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-Timer shaft: Timer shaft is used to notice flash to show graphics and other
project elements time. We can also use it to assign the hierarchical sequence of
every graphics in stage.
-Library palette: Library palette shows the position of media element lists in
Flash documents.
-Action Script: Action Script codes can add interactive content to media elements
in documents. For example, we can add code in order to show a new picture
when users click bottom. It also can use Action Script to add logic for applications.
Logic can make application programs accept different working ways according
the operation of users and other conditions. Flash includes two versions of
Action Script.
We use Adobe Flash CS4 Professional. And we use Action Script 3.0 to write

our project codes.

2.5.3 Flash player
Flash player is a high-performance, light weight and extremely performant

client player. It can provide strong user experience in all kinds of mainstream
operation system, browser, mobile phone and mobile device. Now more than 700
million computer and mobile devices have installed Flash player.
We can install Flash player plugin in browser. It makes browser play the swf

file. Our project can be ran in every kinds of flash player.

2.6 Action Script

2.6.1 About Action Script
-Action Script is scripting language in Flash.
-Action Script is according ECMAscript (the fourth edition) of Adobe Flash
player operating environment programming language. It can achieve
interaction, processing data and other functions in Flash content and
application programs.
-Action Script is executed by Action Script virtual machine in Flash.
-Action Script is used to compile into Bytecode format.

2.6.2 Relative terms of Action Script
-Actions: Program statement. It is soul and core of action Script scripting

language.
-Events: Execute some actions. It should provide some conditions.
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-Class: It is a collection between a series of connection data. It is used to define
new object type.
-Constructor: It is used to define attribute and function methods.
-Expressions: It can produce any parts of data in statement.
-Function: It can be used to transmit parameter and return value.
-Identifier: Identification variable, attribute, object, function and method

name.
-Instance: It belongs to some objects of class. Every case of class includes all
attribute and function of class.
-Variable: Variable is an identifier which stores any data type.
-Instancenames: Unique name which points at movie clip in script.
-Methods: Send a certain object. When a function is distributed, it can be called
as this object.
-Objects: Objects is collection of attribute. Every object has its own name and
value. It can free visit someone types though object.
-Property: Objects have unique attribute.
Flash use action script to add interaction in cartoon. In simply cartoon, flash

play scene and frame in cartoon. In interaction cartoon, users can use keyboard
or mouse to exchange cartoon.
We use action script to control the objects in flash. And we create navigation

elements and interactive elements.

2.7 Goldwave

Goldwave is a strong digital music editor. It can deal with audio contents (play,
transcribe, edit and transfer format). [8]
Some features of this software are:
-It has audio-visual and customizable user’s interface. It is very convenient to
operate.
-It can open several files in multi files interface. It is simple to operate between
several files.
-When edit long music, Goldwave will use hard disk. When edit shorter music,
Goldwave will edit in faster memory.
- Goldwave is allowed to use many sound effects: invert, echo, flange, dynamic,
strong, warp and so on.
- Goldwave has precision filter (denoiser and mutations filter). It used to fix
sound files.

We use Goldwave to study and visualize the sound signal.
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Figure 2.7: The illustration of Goldwave
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3. Methods and Experimental Results

3.1 Breath
We searched some information about lung and breathing (Normal breathing

and abnormal breathing). This information can help us to design the system. We
know that boys/girls should breathe deeply, because if not, sounds from the
smallest air passages are extremely difficult to perceive.
The lung is an essential respiration organ in our bodies. There are two lungs

located near the backbone on either side of the heart. Their principal function is
to transfer oxygen from the inhaled air into the blood, and to release carbon
dioxide from the blood into the air when breathed out.
The stethoscope is an acoustic medical device for auscultation. It is often used

to listen to lung sounds. If the diaphragm is placed on the patient's chest,
breathing sounds cause vibration in the diaphragm, creating acoustic pressure
waves which travel up the air-filled hollow hose to the doctor's ears.[4]

3.1.1 Normal breathing
There are two normal breathing sounds in the lung: bronchial and vesicular.

The bronchial breathing sound has a high-pitched and low-pitched sound in the
trachea. Inspiration and expiration have similar duration and there is a pause
between them. The vesicular breathing has a sound which is lower and softer
than bronchial breathing in chest. Expiration is shorter and there is no pause
between inspiration and expiration. [4]

3.1.2 Abnormal breathing
In normal conditions, there is a good index ventilation of the lung. If the

breathing intensity increases there will be more ventilation. Any form of lung
disease (like coughing or bronchitis) can result in decreased intensity. If there is
asymmetry in the intensity, the side where there is decreased intensity is
abnormal. Breathing sounds are obviously decreased when there is an
emphysema. An emphysema happens when the entire respiratory acinus, from
respiratory bronchiole to alveoli, is expanded. A doctor can discriminate between
consolidation and cavitation by noting the quality of bronchial breathing.
[4]Consolidation is a clinical term for solidification into a firm, dense mass. It
happens when an alveolar space contains liquid instead of gas. The liquid can be
pulmonary edema, inflammatory exudation, pus, inhaled water, or blood. The
signs of pneumonia are characteristic and clinically referred to as consolidation.
In consolidation disease, the bronchial breathing is low. On the other hand,
cavitation has been defined in the radiology literature as a gas-filled space within
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a zone of pulmonary consolidation or within a mass or nodule, produced by the
expulsion of a necrotic part of the lesion via the bronchial tree. When cavitation
happens, the bronchial breathing is high and hollow. So in this context, it is
important to instruct the patient to take a deep breath which can help doctor to
analyse where there is a lung problem.
It is beneficial for the doctor that the inhalation of the patient during

auscultation is deeper (the height in the red part of the graph) than that of
normal inhalation of breathing (the amplitude of the black sinusoid in the graph).
In turn even the blue part is important but the time duration or the speed of the
exhalation (marked as 1s in the graph) is not important. The y-axis of the graph
represents the speed of air particles whereas the x-axis represents the time
(obtainable from a spirography instrument).

Figure 3.1.2: The illustration of inhalation and exhalation (Figure
courtesy of Dr. Kent-Åke Henriksson) Translation. 'Tidal andetag' 'Tidal
breathing', 'Maximal inandning', 'Maximal inhalation', 'Snabb maximal
utandning', 'Rapid maximal exhalation'.

3.2 Judge whether the ball reach the basket or out

In our project we use a relationship between X axis and Y axis to produce the
basketball trajectory which is parabola like. The coordinates of the ball are
produced recursively and parametrically, i.e. they depend on discrete time
instances t, so that as time passes the X(t) and Y(t) coordinates are produced for
t=1,2,....For a ball that enters the basket the trajectory equations are as follows

X(t)=X(t-1)+10

Y(t)=Y(t-1)+A(t-1)
A(t)=A(t-1)-1
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A(0)=A0/S

Here A(0) is the initial activity level in the microphone signal, A0, inversely
weighted with the sensitivity S. A0 is signal activity level and depends on the
signal sensed by the microphone. A0 is read and delivered by a widely available
function in sound interfaces (ActivityLevel routine in Adobe). The reading of A0
happens just before the ball starts its motion. A(t) is thereby a recursive function
and it is a decreasing function that depends on A0 and a parameter S which are
both constants.
That parameter S is set by the user and represents the sensitivity.
One can see the X coordinate grows constantly with increments of 10, but the Y

coordinate reduces. The function A(t) is initiated by means of the activity level of
the microphone, so that the trajectory is influenced only by the initial intensities
of the signal before the ball starts its motion.

The activitylevel A(0) remains unchanged during the entire trajectory of the
ball. However it is a digital signal which is obtained from a flash-java-provided
proprietary routine (Adobe). It is invoked just before the ball starts its motion,
and it with the sound card and measures activity level on a scale between 0 and
100. Typically such activity measurements rely on average variance estimation in
a small interval T (e.g. 10 mili seconds) divided by a (fixed) maximum variance:
Var(f)/Var_max

Where f is the sampled and digitized signal and the variance is calculated over
such samples in the interval T.
The ‘level number’ is thus the sensitivity parameter S, which the doctor sets, The
doctor can use the keyboard (’↑’ and ’↓’) to control it. It is meant to
control/instruct how hard the child must blow before she/he can lift the ball into
the basket. When the value of level number becomes bigger the child should
blow harder.

We set the ‘score’ to judge whether the ball lifts into the basket or not. The
coordinate of the basket is (308,-120). At the beginning, when the ball raised, y as
x becomes larger and larger, once the ball reaches the highest point, then the ball
will fall, the value of x becomes larger but the value of y becomes smaller as
parabola. The bigger A0 is, the bigger starting angle of parabola is. So the highest
point depends on the value of A0. When x is 308 and the value of y is bigger than
-120. We can judge that the ball will reach the basketry (Figure 3.2.1). And the
score will plus 1. Contrary, when x is 308 and the value of y is smaller than -120,
We can judge that the ball will not reach the basketry.
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Figure3.2.1: Judge the ball lift into basket.

3.3 Sound signal conversion
In our project we need, at least implicitly, the sound signal to control the game
for respiration control, using the sound-card of a device such as PC.
The microphone outputs the analog signal (Figure3.3.1) but the computer

needs the digital signal. In common, the digital signal is expressed by binary
system, like 0000000011 or 1001001010 and so on. The unit is bits. One function
of the sound card is to translate the analog signal of the microphone to the digital
one used by the computer.

Figure3.3.1: An example signal wave output by microphone

The sound card consists of several parts. One is the circuit which turns analog
signal to digital signal. Another is the circuit which turns digital signal to analog
signal.
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In our project we have used mainly one part of the sound card the analog to
digital conversion circuitry. There are several factors that can influence such a
conversion.
The Sampling Frequency is the most important parameter of the digital signal

quality. In our project the sampling frequency is 44.1KHz. The highest speech
frequency people can perceive is 22KHz. So if we want to get the reasonably good
digital signal the sampling frequency must be twice as high as the highest signal
frequency.
SNR is also an important parameter, and the logarithm of the ratio of clean

signal energy to the energy of the noise. When we listen to the broadcast or radio,
the signal is almost always "noisy". Noise is the undesirable part of an observed
signal. Some noises are made by electrical equipments can be both noticable
and disturbing.
It is desirable that a signal be larger than noise. Hence the SNR value is desirable
to be larger than zero decibel.

3.4 Microphone signal
The project aims to instruct the children how deep they should breath. There

are two situations. One is soft breath. The other is deep breath. The green wave
means left sound track. The red weave means right sound track. We only use the
right sound signal. In this work, different breathing will displayed by different
signal.
The soft breath is characterized by a microphone signal of low amplitude and

low frequency. We did a soft breath (the A0 value is 30) and grabbed its
microphone signal (Figure 3.4.1). Soft breath produces signal every 0.03 seconds.
And the amplitude of soft breath is only 1/3 height of deep breath. The A0 value
which from 0 to 50 is a soft breath.
Contrary to soft breath, the deep breath by a microphone signal has high

amplitude and high frequency. We also did a deep breath (the A0 value is 100)
and grabbed its microphone signal. (Figure 3.4.2). Deep breath produces signal
every 0.001 seconds. We can see (Figure 3.4.2), compared with the soft breath
(Figure 3.4.1), the deep breath amplitude is much more higher than the soft
breath amplitude. We think A0 value which from 51 to 100 is a deep breath.
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Figure 3.4.1 soft breath

Figure 3.4.2 deep breath
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3.5 Implementation
We design a basketball game in our project. We can use a PC or the DSP of a

mobile phone to control the dynamics of the graphics of the game. We ask the
children to blow to the microphone to put the basketball into the basketry.
In our java code the function A is represented by the dynamic values of the

(java code) variable intervalValue, whereas the constants representing the initial
activity A0 by the variable activityLevel and the sensitivity S by the variable
levelnumber.

3.5.1 Sound card and microphone signal

Here are the codes (Figure 3.5.1, 3.5.2, 3.5.3, 3.5.4) which we invoke to obtain
the microphone signal from the computer’s sound card.

Figure 3.5.1: The above codes invoke the sound card.

Figure 3.5.2 Listen to the sound card

Here is the code (Figure 3.5.2) that shows how long we listen to the sound
card and thereby the microphone. The value of the ‘minhigh’ in the code which I
set is the main.y’s initial position. The value of the ‘ef’ is 0. The sound sensing
part of the code is invoked before the basketball jumps. In our project when the
basketball jumps we will not listen to the sound card and microphone until the
basketball falls back to the ground. If the doctors want to listen to the sound card
all the time, it is feasible. We should only set the maximum of the X axis.

Figure 3.5.3: The initialization of the microphone.
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Figure 3.5.4 The ball parabola motion

In our project (Figure 3.5.4) we only "listen" the initial part of the blowing
sound produced by a child. We let the basketball do a parabola motion. So we add
the basketball’s attribute X axis and Y axis. The X axis grows at a fixed speed
10.And the Y axis depends on how hard the child blows.

3.5.2 keyboard
From the keyboard (Figure 3.5.5), We add ‘stage.addEventListener

(KeyboardEvent.KEY_DOWN,kd);’ to use the keyboard ’↑ ’ and ‘↓' to adjust
how deep children should breath. Such as soft breath or deep breath. Here is the
code.

Figure 3.5.5: Extract the inihalactivity level A(0) as the blowing activity Aø scaled
with the sensitivity parameters (levelnumber).

3.5.3 Sound invoking of the Adobe Flash player

A microphone is a privacy critical sensor on a device, be it PC or a mobile phone.
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To be allowed to use the microphone, we should follow acceptable standards.
Also, because microphones are external sensors, they must be appropriately
initiated before use. Having consulted Adobe Flash player documentation we
implemented the sound invoking as follows.

Request to use the microphone and privacy issues

Figure 3.5.6: Import the subroutines
At first we must import subroutines accessing the microphone. (Figure 3.5.6)

Figure 3.5.7: Function of Microphone.getMicrophone()

Initialize the microphone to transmit sound signal for graphics control (Figure
3.5.8).

Figure 3.5.8: Initialize the microphone

If we use the local microphone to transmit the sound signal to the sound
hardware directly, the sound card maybe be damaged. Adobe Flash player
advices users to employ the mic.setUseEchoSuppression (true); and
mic.setLoopBack (true); to transmit the sound signal.

When we use the function of Microphone.getMicrophone() (Figure 3.5.7). There
will be a dialog box in the Flash player. It will let the users to make a choice
whether the user will allow to use the microphone or not ( Figure 3.5.9).
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Figure 3.5.9: Dialogbox in the Flash player

If the user allows to visit the microphone the attribute of the StatusEvent.code
will be “Microphone.Unmuted” .If not it will be “Microphone. Muted”.

By letting the user be aware of that the use of microphone can cause privacy
issues, although this is not our intention, we think that our instrument is
practicing an acceptable procedure from ethical stand point. The user can for
example take precautions to avoid irrelevant speech when he/she is using the
equipment.

3.5.4 Use the microphone to get breathing characteristics

When the child blows to the microphone, but before the basketball jumps, we
will use the microphone to get the blowing signal characteristics which are
influenced by how the child breathes. How hard the child respires at the
beginning of the respiration should provide a clue as to how deep the child
respires. We do the signal feature extraction by invoking the code that delivers
the ActivityLevel, which is an Adobe built-in routine, as mentioned before. We
calculate the trajectory of the ball according to the ActivityLevel which is the
input (measured) signal. The Example further below will list experimental values
of the ActivityLevel and how it influences the trajectory. With the increase of the
Activitylevel, the child must blow harder to get the ball up and going, etc.

3.5.5 Extract the activity level of the microphone

In Adobe Flash player there are three attributes in the function of
microphone(). They will listen and control the activity of the sound. [6]

Activity level
Read only value representing the "amount of sound" or the "amount of

activity" reaching the microphone. The value is between 0~100. Adobe is not
precise about how this is calculated, but we think that it is related to the average
normalized energy in a certain time interval. This is because we could
experimentally verify that this value was increasing with the volume of the input
signal.... We design an experimental to show that this "guess" is reasonable. We
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design a blue bar chart to listen to the activitylevel. When the value of
activitylevel changed, the blue bar chart will also rise or drop. Here we present
our experimental results.

Figure3.5.10: The initialization of the activitylevel

Figure3.5.11: When we say ‘AAAAAAAA’ to the microphone, the value of the
activitylevel

After we said ‘AAAAAAAA’ to the microphone, the activitylevel was changed to 64.
The blue bar chart also went up (Figure 3.5.11).

Silence Level
This attribute activates the microphone and controls the volume which the

ActivityEvent.ACTIVITY needs. The value is also between 0~100.

Silence Timeout
It will control the microphone become to silence. The default is 2000(MS).
In our application we extracted the ActivityLevel to control the graphics,

whereas we kept the other two attributes as default.
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3.6 Project test
Here we present our experimental results. We ask a child who is 6 years old to

test our project. And to test the project, we add ‘volume’ and two lines to see how
hard the child blow.
The volume in the figure3.6.1,3.6.5,3.6.5 is the value of A0. So that we can see

how hard the child blows clearly. And there is one line in the picture. It divides
the picture into 2 parts. The vertical line is Y axis off the basketry .

According to the formula
X(t)=X(t-1)+10
Y(t)=Y(t-1)+A(t-1)
A(t)=A(t-1)-1
A(0)=A0/S
We can calculate the value of X and Y. And we can print out the movement locus
of the ball

3.6.1 Test 1

At first, we adjust the level to 3. And child blow to the microphone with soft
breath. We can see the (figure 3.6.1). The value of A0 is 34. The ball is not in the
basketry. In this case, the highest of the ball is too low. So the basket will not in
the basket. Through the (Figure 3.6.2), we can see that when the value of A0 is 34,
the microphone signal has very low amplitude and frequency. The highest
amplitude is just close to 0.2.
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Figure 3.6.1: Test 1 (A0 is 34)
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Figure 3.6.2: The volume of test 1 (A0 is 34)
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Figure 3.6.3: The data of test 1

Figure 3.6.4: The coordinate of parabola (test 1)

In the level 3 the child blows the activityLevel 34 to put the basketball in the
basketry.
Cause intervalValue = mic.activityLevel/levelnumber so in this test intervalValue
=34/3=11
We can calculate that Figure 3.6.3 and 3.6.4. We can see that (110,-204) is the
highest point. The value of y is smaller than the -120. So the ball didn’t reach the
backetry.
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3.6.2 Test 2
Then we also adjust the level to 3. But in order to let the ball into the basketry.

We ask the child spend more effort to blow the microphone. When the value of
A0 is 56 (Figure 3.6.5). We found that the ball will not into the basketry,too. At
this time, we grabbed the analog signal. When value of A0 is 56, the analog signal
has low amplitude and low frequency. The highest amplitude is close to 0.4
(Figure 3.6.6).

Figure3.6.5: Test 2 (A0 is 56)
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Figure3.6.6: The volume of test 2 (A0 is 56)
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Figure3.6.7: The data of test 2
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Figure3.6.8: The coordinate of parabola (test 2)

In the level 3 the child blows the activityLevel 56 to put the basketball in the
basketry.
Cause intervalValue = mic.activityLevel/levelnumber so in this test intervalValue
=56/3=19.
We can calculate that Figure 3.6.7 and 3.6.8.
(190,-80) is the highest point. The value of y is bigger than -120.
But when x is 310, the value of y is smaller than the -120. So the ball didn’t
reached the backetry.

3.6.3 Test 3
In test3, we adjust the level to 4. We ask the adult tried his best to blow to the

microphone and we recorded the value of A0, grab the signal (Figure 3.6.9 and
Figure 3.6.10).
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Figure 3.6.9: Test 3 (A0 is 100)

Figure 3.6.10: The volume of test 3 (A0 is 100)
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Figure 3.6.11: The data of test 3
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Figure 3.6.12: The coordinate of parabola (test 3)

In the level 4 the child blows the activityLevel 100 to put the basketball in the
basketry.
Cause intervalValue = mic.activityLevel/levelnumber so in this test intervalValue
=100/4=25.
We can calculate that Figure 3.6.11 and 3.6.12. When x is 310, the value of y is
bigger than the -120. So the ball reached the backetry.
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4. Conclusion

In this work we have evaluated the instrument for respiratory aid. The results
obtained in the work are valuable for the following reasons:

� A general gain in knowledge about how a child blows by lungs.
� How a sound card of a computer can be used for this purpose.
� How to use a programming language (here Java) to control the

microphone through the computer.

To achieve our aims we have carried out the following tasks

� In the first task we wrote a chapter of this report about the evaluation for
instrument of respiratory control. In that report we listed the
background of our project and what problems we will attempt to solve.

� In the second task we prepare the hardware for our project. Then there
are two choices, one is using microphone to get a signal that depends on
the breathing process sufficiently directly, the other is using a
temperature sensor in a similar sense as we said before in the method
section. Then we consulted our advisors (supervisor and doctor). We
chose using microphone only because our project should give results
within the time scope of the project. This is because microphone solution
was fastest to implement and we think that it is also cheap. If there
would be time we would even study temperature sensor, alone or in
conjunction with microphone (but we did not have enough time). So we
chose using microphone.

� We wrote code for a device having a graphical interface to achieve
control of the breathing. At first we tried to use matlab to write the codes.
But eventually we turned to java and flash to achieve our aim. Because in
our opinion java and flash are more convenient and functional for the
doctors, who may not be familiar with matlab in the probable case that
they would not be familiar with matlab or c programming matlab to
c-code. Flash has a better built-in support for animation design, and the
resulting code is expected to be easy to port to mobile devices, at least
those using Android OS. Our project should attract the children whose
age is 1~6 years old. Accordingly we chose to study different game
strategies as part of our project. So we have evaluated the use of
numerous scenarios with actions on objects, such as candle, ballon,
hubble-bubble and so on. Finally we chose basketball to build the
demeonstrator of our project, although we are critical about even that,
since it can be improved further. However, as a demonstrator showing
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the feasability, we think that it is acceptable.
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5. Discussion and Future Work
Like already discussed in the previous section, the variables in our instrument

are influenced by the children and the doctors. Our instrument must be
interesting affecting and practical. In our opinion the interesting and affecting
properties of our project are most important because the users are the children
whose age are between 1 and 6 years. So when we implemented our project the
design had to be simple and yet (hopefully) interesting for a child. The
background consisted therefore of only two colours black and white.
In the future we think the instrument of respiratory control can be improved
further. One such development is to have multiple games, each adapted to
different factors, such as the age of the child, the interest of the child (which can
be found out on an interactive TV-set already in the waiting room) etc. As said in
the report, we think that such games can be ported to mobile phone like portable
devices that are small. One strength of mobile phones is that they are widely
available in all sorts of sizes and can be easily reprogrammed, and/or controlled
to adapt to the current needs. We think that a special purpose hardware can not
achieve the same flexibility and efficiency as easily and cheaply. With the
development of our science and technology, people will pay more attention on
the health of children. And the scientists will design more useful things to help
the doctors to analyze the lungs of children non-invasively, such as by efficient
instructions on how to breath. We hope that this will also improve the experience
of children having to go to doctors, and possibly avoiding stress.
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